Effect of Structure on the Spin-Spin Interactions of Tethered Dicyanomethyl Diradicals.
Stable organic radicals with switchable spin states have attracted attention for a variety of applications, but a fundamental understanding of how radical structure effects the weak bonding interactions between organic radicals is limited. To evaluate the effect of chemical structure on the strength and nature of such spin interactions, a series of 14 tethered aryl dicyanomethyl diradicals were synthesized, and the structure and thermodynamic properties of the diradicals were investigated. These studies indicate that the nature of the dimer and the equilibrium thermodynamic parameters of the diradical-dimer equilibria are highly sensitive to the attachment point of the linker, the length of the linker, and the substituents on the radical itself. Values of the intramolecular Ka vary from as small as 5 to as high as 105 depending on these variables. An X-ray crystal structure for a linked ortho-substituted diradical shows that the diradical forms an intramolecular sigma dimer in the crystalline state with an elongated C-C bond (1.637 Å). Subtle changes to the radical structure influences the nature of the spin interactions, as fixing the dimethylamino substituent on the radical into a ring to make a julolidine-derived diradical leads to the weakest bonding interaction observed (Δ Gbonding = 1 kcal mol-1) and changes the spin-paired species from a sigma dimer to a diradical pimer. This work has implications for the design of stimuli-responsive materials that can reversibly switch between the dramatically different properties of closed-shell species and the unique properties of diradicals.